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DEAN

My father loves to help my mother, he shows it when she is tired from work and he cooks 

various dishes. He also likes to walk with my sister and helps my mother so much, because 

during this time she can clean the apartment or if there is a lot of work to be able to finish 

it and then all play with my sister. Honestly, it is rare for my mother to walk the child and 

my father and I to clean the house, because we both hate to clean. I also help my mother by 

cooking two or three things and taking care of the child while she works.

The development of technology allows the father to gladly help mom.



DARINA

• My father loves to cook and sometimes clean. He 

loves to cook moussaka, different types of beans 

and soup. My father sometimes cleans the dust at 

home, because that's how he helps my mother, and 

he likes to help her.

• With the help of new technologies it becomes 

easier and faster and that is why my father loves to 

help at home.



KALOYAN

My father:

-clean with a vacuum cleaner

-cook (sometimes)

-stretches clothes

-wash clothes

And in general it helps a lot in the household.



KALINA

My father doesn't help with housework 

very often because he is at work. But it 

happens that he participates in the 

preparation of dinner, throws out the 

garbage, collects clothes and goes 

shopping.



ALEKSANDRA

My father often helps with the housework. He 

loves to cook. He cooks almost every week, and 

his favorite food is an omelet. We do something 

every holiday. On Christmas - cookies, on Easter -

Easter cakes, on Christmas Eve - bread. Every 

time he cooks, there is a big cleaning in the 

kitchen.



BORISLAV

My father often cooks at home. He likes 

to cook different types of fish, such as 

carp, trout and others. He also does other 

household chores, such as running a 

washing machine, vacuum cleaner, washing 

dishes and more.



MIROSLAV

• My father loves to help my mother. 

When she's tired, he does tricks 

and she's having fun. He also loves 

to cook, clean, wash the dishes and 

help my mother with the 

housework.


